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Vector Cross Products

Robert B Brown and Alfred Gray1)

1. Introduction

Let V dénote an /z-dimensional vector space over the real numbers and the

ordmary (positive definite) inner product Eckmann [3] has defined a vector cross

product on V to be a continuous map

X V-+V (1 <r<n)
satisfying the following axioms

(X(ai9 9ar)9at) 09 1 <i<r (11)

(X(al9 ar)9 X(al9 ar)) det((ap a,)) (1 2)

The following theorem has been proved by Eckmann and Whitehead ([3], [5])

Theorem A A vector cross product exists in precisely the following cases

n îs even, r 1 (13)

n îs arbitrary, r n — 1 (14)

n 3or7, r 2 (15)

n 4or8, r 3 (16)

Eckmann and Whitehead proved theorem A be means of algebraic topology In
the présent paper we consider multilinear vector cross products on vector spaces over
arbitrary fields of charactenstic not two and with respect to an arbitrary non-
degenerate symmetnc bilinear form < > We classify ail such vector cross products
Hère classification means the following

the détermination of the bilinear forms and the values of n and r for
which vector cross products exist, and

for a flxed bilinear form and fixed n and r, the détermination of ail îso-
morphism classes of vector cross products

For (1 7) since ît îs impossible to classify ail quadratic forms, we give necessary and

1) The work of both authors was partially supported by National Science Foundation grant
GP 3990, and the work of the second author was partially supported by a National Science Foundation
Postdoctoral Fellowship
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sufficient conditions that a bilinear form hâve a vector cross product associated with it.
In (1.8) we say that two vector cross products X and X' defined with respect to the

same bilinear form are isomorphic if and only if there exists a linear map <P : F-+ V
satisfying

} (a,b} for ail a,beV. (1.9)

(au ar)) Xr(0au $ar). (1.10)

We find that vector cross products exist only in the cases listed in theorem A.
However, there are many more bilinear forms besides the positive definite one (which
was the only one considered by Eckmann and Whitehead) which possess a vector
cross product. In contrast to Eckmann's and Whitehead's method, our technique is

completely algebraic.
In the next four sections we classify the vector cross products falling into each of

the cases (1.3)—(1.6). Then in section six we show that no other vector cross products
exist. Finally in section seven we détermine the vector cross products explicitly for
certain fields for which the classification of quadratic forms is known.

2. Almost Complex Structures

In this section we consider the case r 1. An almost complex structure on F is a

linear transformation J: F-> V satisfying J2 — lv.

Proposition (2.1): A one-fold vector cross product on V is an almost complex
structure which is an isometry relative to < The converse is also true.

Proof: A one-fold vector cross product is a linear transformation satisfying

<Ia,b) + <a,Ib) 0 and (la, Xb} <a, b} (2.1)

for ail a, be V; this follows from linearization of (1.1) and (1.2). From (2.1) it follows
easily that X2= -1F.

Conversely let /: K-> V be an almost complex structure satisfying (Ja, Jb}
{a, b}. Then (1.2) is automatically satisfied, and furthermore

<Ja, a} (J2a, J a} -{a, J a}

and so </a, a> 0; thus (1.1) is also satisfied.

Theorem (2.2) : (i) The non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form < > possesses a

one-fold vector cross product X if and only if the quadratic form of < has the form

ai(^ + ^)+-+am(xlw_1+xim), (2.2)

where ocu...,ocmeF, the groundfield.
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(ii) Any two one-fold vector cross products X and X' defined with respect to < >

are isomorphic.

Proof: That the dimension of F is even follows from the fact that an orthogonal
basis of F of the form {el9 Xel9 el9 Xe2,..., em9 Xem} (2m n dimension F) can be

chosen. With respect to such a basis the quadratic form of < > has the form (2.2.).

Conversely let {el9fl9 e2,f2,-->, em>fm} be an orthogonal basis of F such that

<*i> *i> </iJi> «i for i 1,..., m.

Define Zby Xe^fi and Xft= —et. Then Zis almost complex structure and hence a

one-fold vector cross product.
For (ii) we choose orthogonal bases of F of the form

{el9 Xeu em9Xem} and {/,, X'fl9 ...,/m, X'fm}

Define ^: F->Fby ^(ef)=/i and *(AreJ)=JT'/j for i=l,..., m. Then 0 satisfies (1.9)
and (1.10).

3. Star Operators

We show in this section that (n— l)-fold vector cross products are essentially
determined by the star operator of < >. The star operator, an important object of
differential geometry, is usually defined for bilinear forms on real vector spaces.
Therefore we first give the gênerai définition for vector spaces over arbitrary fields and
establish some elementary properties of star operators that we shall need.

Let A F dénote the exterior algebra over F and write A F=£j=0 Ap V where APV
consists of the éléments in A V of degree p. As usual we extend < > to A V by line-

arity and the formula
fdet«a,,6y», if p q

<fllA...Aaf,b1A...Afc,>-| Q
> .f ^^

forau...9ap9bl9...9bqeV.
This extension is symmetric and non-degenerate. The vector space An V is 1-

dimensional, and we pick once and for ail a basis élément œeAnV. The star operator
* :A V-+A V (corresponding to < > and œ) is defined as follows. We require that

*(Ap V)^An~p V; if aeAp Vthen *aeAn~p Vis given by the formula

<V fo> <a a b9 œ> for ail b eAn'p V.

Finally * is defined on ail of A V by linearity.

Propostioni (3.1): Let aeAp F; then

**a (-l)pin-p\œ9co>a. (3.1)

<*a,*fc> <<o,eo><a,fc>. (3.2)
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(3.3) Let F dénote the multiplicative group of F. The élément ofFjF2 represented by
<co, a>> is the discriminant o/< >.

Proof: To prove (3.1) we may assume a <rel a ••• Aep where {el9...9 en} is an
orthogonal basis of V such that co et a--- Aen. Write oti (ei9 e^)\ then <co, co>

<x1...(xn. It is not hard to see that

sothat
•« a«1...«,eF+1A...A«1

For (3.2) we hâve

<*a, *b> <a a *b, o>> (- l)^"-")<*b A a, co>

(_l)^--rt<**b,a> <û,,a)><fl,b>.

Finally <co, a>> represents the discriminant of < > since (co, a)> a1...an.
Before classifying (n— l)-fold vector cross products we note the following useful

lemma.

Lemma (3.2): Let X be an r-fold vector cross product and define ç: Vr+1-+F by
cp(al9..., ar+1) (X(ai,..., ar), ar+1}. Then both <p and X are skew symmetric; hence

we may regard cp as a map q>:Ar+1 V-*F and X as a map X:Ar V-+ V.

Proof: This follows from linearization of (1.1).

Theorem (3.3): (i) A necessary andsufficient condition that < > possess an (n— 1)-

fold vector cross product is that the discriminant of > be 1.

(ii) If the discriminant of < > is 1, then any {n—\)-fold vector cross product is

given as follows: there exists œeAn V with <co, co> 1 such that

..,fln_1) *(a1A...AaB_1) (3.4)

(iii) There are exactly two distinct (n — X)-fold vector cross products on V and they

are isomorphic to each other.

Proof: For (i) we only prove the necessity, since the sufficiency is proved in (ii).
Choose an orthogonal basis {eu..., en} such that œ e1 a ••• aen. We may write

X{eu,..,en.1) Qen

for some qgF. Then

<co, co> ai... art <X(el9..., en-t)9 X(eu en-t)y otn Q2cCn-

For (ii) it is obvious that if the discriminant of < > is 1 we may choose coeA" V
with <co, co> 1. Moreover only œ and — œ hâve this property. We may write

X(el9..., êi9..., en) C(ei a ••• a^a ••• a en) (- If**^ 4,... ocnet.
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U~ l)n+J<X(eu êJ9..., en\ e3y ^p for ail i and j.
Thus £1 '" £ll=±l. If ail the £r's are +1, we get (3.4) with the star operator
corresponding to co; if the £/s are —1, we get (3.4) with the star operator corre-
sponding to — co.

For (iii) we see from the proof of (h) that if X is an (n— l)-fold vector cross
product the only other one is Xr — X. If {el9..., en) is an orthogonal basis of V we
define an isomorphism <P between Zand X' by <P(el) el (\<i<n) and <P(en)= —en.

4. Two-Fold Vector Cross Products

Two-fold and three-fold vector cross products are intimately related to composition

algebras and so we first note a few facts about them. We omit most of the

proofs since they are easily accessible in Jacobson [4, pp. 55-62].

Définition. A composition algebra W is an algebra equipped with a quadratic
form N such that

(i) the bilinear form (x,yy ^(N(x+y) — N(x) — N(y)) is non-degenerate ;

(ii) there is an élément eeW such that ex xe x for ail xe W;
(iii) for ail x, ye W, N(xy) N(x) N(y).
It is known that any composition algebra W satisfies the alternative laws x2y

x(xy) and xy2 (xy) y and possesses an involution x-+x satisfying

x x, xy yx, xx xx N(x)e9 2<x, >>> xy + yx. (4.1)

From (4.1) it follows that
x2 - 2 <jc, e} x + <x, x> e 0. (4.2)

Furthermore
<w y, z x} + <w x, z y} 2 <w, z> <x, y} and (4.3)

(wxj) (x,M)j> <wji). (4.4)

From (4.3) and (4.4) it follows that

<x, y} <x, y} and (4.5)

2 <x, y} <z, y} <z, x} <y, y} + (yz,xy>. (4.6)

The dimension of coumposition algebra W is 1, 2, 4, or 8, and JF is not
associative if dimW=S. Finally, it is known that two composition algebras are iso-

morphic if and only if their bilinear forms are équivalent.
Now we study two-fold vector cross products.
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Theorem (4.1): (i) Let Wbea composition algebra and let Vc Wbe the orthogonal
complément of the identity e. Define X:Vx V-* V by

X(a,b) ab + (a,b>e. (4.7)

Then X is a two-fold vector cross product on V.

(ii) Conversely ifX is a two-fold vector cross product on V, let W be a vector space

containing V as a subspace of codimension 1. Let W= V®{e] for some ee W\V and
extend < > to Wby requiring {e, e} 1 and {e, V} 0. Define a multiplication in W by
(4.7) and set ex xe e for xeW. Finally let N(x) (x, x) for xeW. Then W is a

composition algebra and the dimension ofthe original space V is either 3 or 1.

(iii) Two two-fold vector cross products are isomorphic if and only if their corre-
sponding composition algebras are isomorphic. The converse is also true.

Proof: To prove (i) we first note that it follows from (4.4) that the range of X
(defined by (4.7)) is contained in V. From (4.4) and the fact that â= —a for ae V we
also find that (X(a, b), a} (X(a, b), b> 0 for a,beV. Finally

fl, 6), X(a, 6)> <ab, ab} + 2<a, b>(ab, e) + <a, b}2

again by (4.4).
To prove (ii) it suiRces to show N(xy) N(x) N(y) for x,yeW. Write x a + ae,

e, where a, be Kand a, PeF. Then

N((a + ae)(b + fié)) N(X(a, b) + pa + otb + (aj8 - <a, fe» e)

(AT (a) iV(fe) - <a, fc»2 + P2N(a) + a2iV(^) + 2a£<a, b) - (aj8 - <a, b}2)
JV(a) JV(6) + £2 N(a) + a2 JV(b) + a2 £2

iV(a + ae)N(6 + ^e).

For (iii) let X and X' be isomorphic two-fold vector cross products and Wand W
the associated composition algebras. The bilinear forms on W and W are équivalent
and so W and W are isomorphic. The converse is also easily proved.

5. Three-Fold Vector Cross Products

In this section we show that three-fold vector cross products arise from composition

algebras in a fashion similar to that of the two-fold case. We first exhibit two
kinds of three-fold products. Later on we show that each three-fold product is one
of thèse kinds.

Theorem 5.1 : Let V be a composition algebra with bilinearform < >t and let a^O
be a field élément. Then

X(a, b, c) a(- a(bc) + <a, b\ c + <&, c}1 a - <c, a>x b) (5.1)
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and I(a,5,c) a(-(aï)c + <a, b}t c + <fc, c}t a - <c, a\ b) (5.2)

are both three-fold vector cross products with respect to the bilinear form < >

Proof. Using properties (4.4), (4.5), (4.6), we easily check that (5.1) and (5.2) are
vector cross-products with respect to < > (cf. [6]).

Theorem 5.2: Let X be a three-fold vector cross product on a vector space V with

respect to a bilinear form < >. Ife is any élément of V with (e, e} #0, then on V there

is a multiplication (depending on X) such that

(i) e is a two-sided identity,
(ii) Vis a composition algebra with respect to < > =<e, e)"1 < >,

(iii) X satisfies either (5.1) or (5.2) with a <e, e}.
Proof. We define multiplication on V by

ac (e, ^>~1(- X(a, e, c) + (a, e} c + <e9 c} a - {c, a> e). (5.3)

Substituting e for a or c shows that e is a two-sided identity. To show that F is a

composition algebra with respect to this multiplication and the bilinear form < >l9 it
is only necessary to check that <ac, ac}t <a, fl>i<c, c>x. We hâve

e, c), X(a, e, c)> - 2<X(a, e, c),<a, e> c>

,<c, a> e> + <a, e}2 <c, c>

<c, e> + <e, c>2 <a, a>
-2<Z(a,É
+ 2<a, e><

-2<e,c><

<e, e>~3

', c), O,

c, a><a

<«, «>

c>a> + 2<X(a,
a> ~2<a, ^><c
e} + <c, a>2<^,

+ <«, e>"3 {{a, e}2 <c, c> + (e, c>2 <a, a>

- 2 <>, c> <c, a> <a, e> + <c, a>2 <e, ^>}
<g, e>"3 <a, a> <e, e> <c, c> <a, a>x <c, c}l.

Next we show that either (5.1) or (5.2) is true. By the définition (5.3), we know that
(5.1) and (5.2) are both true for b e. Then by (5.3) and the skew-symmetry of X,
(5.1) and (5.2) are true if a, b, or c=e. Thus, by linearity we may next assume that
a, b, and c are orthogonal to e and divide the investigation into the two cases which
follow.

Case I. a, b, c are orthogonal to e and lie in a four-dimensional subalgebra W.

By linearity we may assume that e, a, b, c are mutually orthogonal, and then we may
as well assume that c= -X(a9 e, 6) <e, e> ab. If n 4, by (1.1), X(a, b9 c)=Pe for
some j8. Then

P <Pe9 e>± <X(a, b, c), e\ <X(a, e, b), c\
< - (e, e) a fc, <e, e> a b>! - <e, e>2 <a, a}t <fc, fc>!.
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On the other hand

- aa(bc) <<?, ey2a(b(a b)) - <e, e}2 a2 b2 - (e, e}2 <a, a\ <6, &>x e,

which finishes this case if n 4. Of course, if « 4, the proof of theorem (5.2) ends

hère, and both (5.1) and (5.2) hold because Fis associative.

If n S the foregoing argument will still be valid provided that X(a9 b9 c) /le for
some p. By (1.1) we know only that X(a9 b,c) fïe + d, where (d, W) 0. Suppose g is

any élément such that (g, W) 0. Linearizing (1.2) with respect to ax and then a2

yields
<X(a, b, c), X(gc9 e9 c)> + (X(gc, b, c)9X(a9 e9 c)> 0.

Since X(a, e9 c) — <e, e} ac yb for some y, the second term on the left is zéro.
Hence X(a9 b, c) is orthogonal to (gc) c, which is a multiple ofg; that is, if (g, W) 0,
then <j3e + </,g> 0. Hence d=0.

In turning to the other case, the following définition will be convenient.

Définition. Let V be an eight-dimensional composition algebra. Let aee1 with
<fl, tf>#0; &e(e, a)1 with <6, 6>#0; ce(e,a9b9ab)L with <c, c>^0. Then it is

known [4] that a, 6, c generate V; that a(bc)= — (aè) c; and that an orthogonal basis

for V is given by e, a9 b, ab9 c9 ac9bc, a(bc). We shall call a, b9 c so chosen a normal
set ofgenerators of V.

Case IL a, b9 c are orthogonal to e but do not lie in a four-dimensional sub-

algebra. By linearity we may then assume that a9 b9 c is a normal set of generators of
V. Then by case I (X(a9 b9 c)9 ab}= —(X(a9 b9 ab)9 c> 0, and similarly (X(a9 b, c)9

ac) (X(a, b9 c), bc> 0. Also (X{a9 b9 c), e} (X(a, e, b)9 c> 0. Hence by (1.1),

X(a, b9 c) is a multiple of a{bc). By (1.2),

X(a9b9c) e(e9e>a(bc)9 (5.4)

where e ± 1. If s 1, (5.1) is satisfied for this particular a9 b, c; if s — 1, (5.2). By
linearity, to show that the same équation, either (5.1) or (5.2), is satisfied for ail

a, b9 c, it is sufficient to rule out the possibility that s is différent for a différent
normal set of generators chosen from among a9 b9 ab9 c9 ac9 bc, a(bc). That is, we
need to verify that with e determined by our initial choice of a, b, c9 (5.4) holds even
when thèse other normal sets of generators are substituted for a, b9 c.

The différent normal sets of generators among a, b, ab, c, ac9bc9 a{bc) can be

obtained from the following six sets by suitably permuting a9 b9 c:{ab9 b, c}; {bc, c,

ab}-9 {cb, b9 ab}; {(ab) c, c, b}; {bc, c9 (ab) c}; {ab9 (ab) c, bc}. (It does not matter
for purposes of this argument that some of thèse generating éléments differ by sign
from the corresponding basis éléments.) Since both sides of (5.4) are skew-symmetric
in the arguments, (5.4) holds after any permutation of a9 b, c. Hence it is sufficient to
verify (5.4) with a, b, c replaced by the six normal sets of generators just listed.
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To verify (5.4) for the first set, we again use the linearizations of (1.2) with respect
to ax and a2 '-

0 <X(a, b, c), X(a b, e, c)> + <X(a b, b, c), X(a, e, c)>

<e <e, è) a {b c), — <e, è) (a b) c> + <e' {e, e) (a b) (b c), — <e, e) a c>

(e - e')<e,e>3 (a, a>1 {b, b\ <c, c\
Hence e s'.

To verify (5.4) for the other five sets we successively replace the set a, b, c in the

preceding paragraph by the sets {b, c, ab}; {c,b,ab}; {ab,c,b}; {b, c, (ab) c};
{c, (ab) c, bc). This concludes the proof of theorem (5.2).

We now turn to deciding when two three-fold vector cross products Xt and X2
with respect to < > on V are isomorphic. Suppose that e,feV and <e, e}^0,
</,/ y t^O. By theorem (5.2) there is a multiplication aZ> on F with identity e such that
the multiplication makes V a composition algebra with respect to < >1 <e, e)"1
< >, and Zx is given by (5.1) or (5.2) with a <e, e}. Similarly, we obtain a

multiplication a-b with identity/and the bilinear form < >2 <(/?/>~1< » > permitting
composition, with X2 given by (5.1) or (5.2) with respect to a-b, < >2, and a </,/>.
Our isomorphism conditions can be stated as follows : Xj and X2 are isomorphic if and

only if they are both given by (5.1) or both by (5.2). The main step in the proof of
this assertion is the following lemma.

Lemma (5.3): Let n % and suppose that Xi is given by (5.1) and X2 by (5.2). Then

Xx and X2 are not isomorphic.
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that cp is an isomorphism : Xt {cp a,

cpb, cpc) (pX2(a, b, c). By définition of isomorphism, cp is an isometry of < > so

that for ail a, b, c

'^^cp^a'ty'c), (5.5)

where b^h is the involution with respect to the multiplication a-b. If cpg e, let
a c=g in (5.5). We obtain

)-g). (5.6)

We substitute (5.6) into (5.5) and replace 6 by b to get

q>a((p((g-b)-g) (pc) (p((a-b)-c). (5.7)

By (4.2), g'g 2(gjy2g-(g, gy2f. This can be substituted into (5.7) after setting

b=f, the identity for a-b. We obtain

2<gj>2<Pa(<P8<Pc) ~ <£> £>29«(<Pf<Pc) (p(a-c).
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Using the facts that cpg e and that cp is an isometry of < >, hence of < >2, this
becomes

2 <e, <p/>2 cp a cp c - <<?, e}2 cp a (cpfcp c) cp(a-c). (5.8)

Accordingto(5.8),

cp((a-b)-g) 2<e, cpf}2cp(a-b) - (e, e}2cp(a-b) cpf

4 {e, cpf}22 cpa cpb -2{e, cpf}2 {e, e}2 cp a (cpfcp b) (5.9)

- 2 (e, <pf}2 (e, e}2 {(pacpb)cpf+ <e, e)\ {cp a (cpfcp b)) cpf.

We now calculate (pa((p((g-b)-g))in two ways. First, in (5.9) we set a=g and multiply
the obtained équation on the left by cpa. This yields

4<e, cp/>2 (pacpb -
e, e>2(pa((pb(pf) + (e, e}22(pa[((pf<pb)(pf]. (5.10)

Secondly, in (5.7) we set c=g and expand the right-hand side of the obtained équation
using (5.9), obtaining

<pa(q> ((g • b) • g)) 4 <e, <p/>| (pacpb -lie, cpf}2 <e, e}2 cpa (cpfcp b)

- 2 <e, <jd/>2 <c, e>2 (cpacpb)cpf+ <<?, e>^

Subtracting the preceding équation from (5.10) yields

e> e}2(cpa,cpb, cpf) <e, e)22(cpa, cpfcpb, cpf), (5.11)

where (x, j, z) (x^) z-x(yz). We rewrite (5.11) using the facts (1) in an alternative
algebra (x, zy, z) (x,y, z) z [2, page 210]; (2) < \ is a multiple of <,>2; (3)

<e,e>i l.
2 O, <p/>i O a, <P b, cpf) (cpa,cp b, cpf) cpf. (5.12)

Then since 2(e, cpf}1 cpf+cpf9 we obtain

(cpa, cpb, cpf) cpf =0,
or multiplying on the right by cpf,

{cpf, <?/>!(cpa, cpb,cpf) O.

Since {cpf, cpf}1 ^0, (x, j, cpf) 0 for ail x, je F. But the only éléments (p/with this

property in an eight-dimensional composition algebra are multiples of the identity
élément. Therefore, setting b=f in (5.5), we obtain ycpacpc cp(a-c) for some
and setting a c=/in (5.5), ôcpb cpB for some (5^0. Then

X

<P « (^ b cp c) cp ((a - b) • c) y cp (a • fi) <p c

y2(cpacpB)cpc y2ô(cpacpb) cpc.
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Letting <pa, (pb, (pc be a normal set of generators of F, we find that (f,f}(e,e}~i
— y2ô. Letting (pa cpb cpc e9 wefind that </,/><£, e>~1= + y2ô, a contradiction.

Corollary 5.4: Suppose that Xis a three-fold vector cross product with respect to
< > on V. Let eu e2e Vsuch that (eu £i>#0 and <e2, e2>#0. Then either X is given
by (5.1) with respect to both the multiplication (5.3) definedby ex and the multiplication
(5.3) definedby e2, or with respect to both multiplications X is given by (5.2). (Note that
in case n 4, this corollary is vacuous because four-dimensional composition algebras

are associative.)
Proof. If X is given by (5.1) with respect to one multiplication and (5.2) with

respect to the other, let Xx X2 Xin lemma (5.3). Then the identity map on Fis an
isomorphism between Xx and X2, a contradiction.

The following lemma provides the remaining fact about isomorphisms. Notice
that since four-dimensional composition algebras are associative, the lemma says
that for w 4 any two three-fold vector cross products are isomorphic.

Lemma 5.5: Suppose that Xx and X2 are three-fold vector cross products. Using the

multiplications and notation from the paragraph before lemma (5.3), suppose that Xx
and X2 are both given by (5.1) or both by (5.2). Then Xx and X2 are isomorphic.

Proof. Suppose Xt and X2 are both given by (5.1). The proof for (5.2) is identical.

By theorem (5.2) there is a new multiplication a*b on V with identity e such that X2
is given by (5.1) or (5.2) with respect to the multiplication a*b. By corollary (5.4), X2

must be given by (5.1) with respect to a*b. Since the involution for any multiplication
with identity e leaves e fixed and for <a, e> 0 maps a-+ —a, the involutions for ab
and a*b coincide. Then

X±(a9 b,c) - {e, ey'aibc) + {a, b} c + (b, c} a - {a, c} b,
X2(a9 b,c) - (e, ey'a^i^c) + <fl, fc> c + <b, c> a - <a, c> b.

The two multiplications on V form composition algebras with respect to the same

bilinear form <e, e>-1< >, and so they are isomorphic. If (p is an isomorphism
between them, then cp is also an isometry of <e, e}~x < >, hence an isometry of < >.

Then (pa((pb(pc) (p(a*(b*c)) and (q>a, (pb}(pc (a, b}<pc, so that Xl(cpa, cpb, cpc)

cpX2 (a, b, c). Hence Xt and X2 are isomorphic.
We summarize the results of this section in the following theorem.

Theorem 5.6: (i) A necessary and sufficient condition that the non-degenerate
bilinearform < y possess a non-trivial thrcc-fold vector cross product is that n 4 or 8

and that < > be a multiple ofthe bilinear form of a composition algebra.

(ii) //*<,> satisfies the conditions in (i), then any three-fold vector cross product on

V is given asfollows. Let eeV with (e, e)^0 and let < > <e, e}'1 < >. Then on V
there is a multiplication ab (depending on X and e) with identity e such that < >x

permits composition and either X is oftype (5.1):
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X(a9 b, c) <e, e>(- a(bc) + <a, fc>x c + <6, c>xa - <c, a>t 6),

or X/so/fy/?*? (5.2):

X(a, 6, c) <e, e>(- (ai)c + <a, ^0 + <6, cyta- <c, a)^).
(iii) Ifn 4, any two three-fold vector cross products on V are isomorphic. Ifn S

two three-fold vector cross products on V are isomorphic ifandonly ifthey are both of
type (5.1) or both oftype (5.2).

6. The Nonexistence of Further Cases

Proposition (6.1) : Let X be an r-fold vector cross product with respect to a bilinear

form < > on a space V ofdimension n. Suppose there exist ul9..., uke V with <i/f, Mj>

ôtj (1 </,./<&) where k<r. Let Vi be the orthogonal complément of the subspace

spanned by w1?..., uk and define X1:(V1)r~k-^V1 by X^,..., ar.k) X(a1,..., ar.k,
w1}...,wk). Then Xt is an (r — k)-fold vector cross product on Vt with respect to the

restriction of < > to Vl.
Proof: It is easily verified that Xx satisfies (1.1) and (1.2).

Theorem (6.2): There are no other vector cross products besides those described in
theorems (2.2), (3.3). (4.1), and (5.6).

Proof: It suffices to show that vector cross products do not exist for n and r not
listed in theorem A. To prove this nonexistence we may assume the ground field Fis
algebraically closed; this assures the existence of ui9...,uk€V with (ui,ujy ôij.
Suppose an r-fold vector cross product with r^4 exists; we may use proposition (6.1)
to obtain a three-fold product on a space of dimension n — r + 3. Then /i — r= 1 or 5

by theorem (5.6). If n-r=l, we are in the case treated by theorem (3.3). If «~r 5,

r^4, we use proposition (6.1) to obtain a four-fold vector cross product on a space V
of dimension 9. To complète the proof we show that no such vector cross product
exists.

Assume JHs a four-fold vector cross product on F. We first note that if ai9..., a5

are pairwise orthogonal, linearization of (1.2) yields

(X(au a2, a3, a4), X(ai9 a2, a3, a5)) 0. (6.1)

Choose veV with <t>, t^> 1 and let W be the orthogonal complément of F. By
proposition (6.1) and theorem (5.6) there is a product on W with identity e such that
for ail a,b9ceW with {e, a, b9 c} pairwise orthogonal,

X(a9b,c9v) *a(bc) (6.2)

for some non-zero oleF depending on a, b, and c. This foliows because for a, b, c

orthogonal to e in W9b=-b and a(bc)=±(ab) c. Now let {a, b9 c} be a normal set
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of generators for W. From équations (6.1) and (6.2) it follows that

b, c,ab),a(bc)} a"1<Z(a, b9 c,ab), X(a, b, c, i>)> 0. (6.3)

Since {a, ab, c} and {b, ab, c} are also normal Systems of generators it follows from
(6.3) and the skew-symmetry of X that

<X(a9 b, c,ab% bc> <X(a9 b, c, a&), ac> 0.

Finally from (6.1) and (6.2) it follows that

(a, b, c, a b)9 e> p(X (a, b, c, a b), (a b)2}
(a, b, a b, c), X(a, b, ab,v)}

(6.4)

Therefore we conclude that X(a, b, c,ab) gv for some non-zero qeF. Similarly
X(a, b,c,ac) av for some non-zero aeF. Thus by (6.1)

a contradiction.
0 <X(a9 b, c, a b), X(a9 b, c,ac)}

7. The Classification over Spécial Fields

Over certain fields we may détermine ail the vector cross products more explicitly
because the associated bilinear forms are completely known. We first note one

conséquence of the preceding sections.

Theorem (7.1): A necessary condition for the existence of a vector cross product is
that the discriminant of < > be 1. Except for r n—l, this condition is not in gênerai
sufficient.

Over an algebraically closed field ail non-degenerate quadratic forms of the same
dimension are équivalent. Hence for given n and r ail vector cross products are

isomorphic except in the case n S, r 3; then there are two isomorphism classes,

which are given by (5.1) and (5.2).
For the real numbers, except for the case « 8, r 3, the isomorphism class of a

vector cross product is determined by the signature of the bilinear form associated

with it. We obtain the foliowing table:

n and r

n even, r=1
r n-\
n l,r 2

« 8,r 3

number of
isomorphism classes

h/2+1
[i/2]+ 1

2

6

possible signatures

n, n — 4,..., —n + 4, —n

n, n — 4,..., n-—2[fi]

7,-1
8,0,-8
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The first two rows of this table are conséquences of sections 2 and 3. The case n — 1,

r 2, and « 8, r 3 are as stated because the quadratic form associated with a
composition algebra over the real numbers must hâve signature 8 or 0. Each such

quadratic form détermines an isomorphism class of vector cross products in the case

n=zjfr 2. For n 8, r 3 there are two vector cross products for each quadratic form
and they are given by (5.1) and (5.2). Furthermore, two additional vector cross

products corresponding to the quadratic form with signature —8 are obtained by
taking a= — 1 in theorem (5.1).

For finite fields the number of isomorphism classes of vector cross products for a

given n and r is the same as for algebraically closed fields : one class except for n 8,

r 3, when there are two. To verify this we use the classification of quadratic forms
(for characteristic not 2), given for example by Artin [1, p. 144]. Let g be any fixed

nonsquare in F. Then for odd dimensions any quadratic form is équivalent to either
(7.1) or (7.2) below; for even dimensions (7.3) or (7.4):

U+x\ (7.1)

l-l + gx2n (7.2)

n (7-3)

:jj_2+ x*-i-gx» (7.4)

The discriminants are (-1)("-1)/2, (-\f"~1)l2g, (-1)"/2, (-l)n/2£, respectively. We

get the following table :

xl
x2

2

x2

-x2
-x22

-A
-x22

+

+

+

+

4
xî

xl
xl

-xl
-xl

x4

-xl

+ •••

+ •••

+ •••

+ -

+ *2_2

+ Xn2_x

+ X23

n anu v

ra 0(mod4), r=l
« 2 (mod4), r= 1, — 1 is a square
n~2 (mod4), r— 1, — 1 is not a square
/2 0 (mod4), r n— 1

n~\ (mod4), r n—\
n==2 (mod4), r — n— 1, — 1 is a square
n 2 (mod4), r — n— 1, — 1 is not a square
n==3 (mod4), r n— 1, — 1 is a square
n 3 (mod4), r n— 1, — 1 is not a square
« 7, r 2, — 1 is a square
h 7? r 2, — 1 is nota square
n 8,r 3

quadratic form giving
the isomorphism class

(7.3)
(7.3)
(7.4)
(7.3)
(7.1)
(7.3)
(7.4)
(7.1)

(7.2)
(7.1)
(7.2)

(7.3) with two
isomorphism classes
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This table is established as follows. For r=l or n—\ the cases listed are precisely
those whose quadratic form has discriminant 1, because if — 1 is not a square, — g is a

square. Each of the quadratic forms for r 1 is also consistent with (2.2). The vector
cross products for n l, r=2 and w 8, r 3 arise from the unique 8-dimensional

composition algebra which is split, as in theorems (4.1) and (5.1). To see that no
additional products for w 8, r 3 are obtained from (5.1) or (5.2) by letting a vary,
we note that in varying a the discriminant of the quadratic form remains a square, so

that the resulting quadratic forms are still équivalent to (7.3).
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